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BEING “SEEN” VS. “MIS-SEEN”: TENSIONS BETWEEN PRIVACY AND FAIRNESS IN
COMPUTER VISION
ALICE XIANG
ABSTRACT

The rise of AI technologies has been met with growing anxiety over the potential for AI
to create mass surveillance systems and entrench societal biases. These concerns have led to calls
for greater privacy protections and fairer, less biased algorithms. An under-appreciated tension,
however, is that privacy protections and bias mitigation efforts can sometimes conflict in the
context of AI. For example, one of the most famous and influential examples of algorithmic bias
was identified in the landmark Gender Shades paper,1 which found that major facial recognition
systems were less accurate for women and individuals with deeper skin tones due to a lack of
diversity in the training datasets. In an effort to remedy this issue, researchers at IBM created the
Diversity in Faces (DiF) dataset,2 which was initially met with a positive reception for being far
more diverse than previous face image datasets.3 DiF, however, soon became embroiled in
controversy once journalists highlighted the fact that the dataset consisted of images from
Flickr.4 Although the Flickr images had Creative Commons licenses, plaintiffs argued that they
had not consented to having their images used in facial recognition training datasets.5 In part due
to this controversy, IBM announced it would be discontinuing its facial recognition program.6
Other companies that used the DiF dataset were also sued.7 This example highlights the tension
that AI technologies create between representation vs. surveillance, being “seen” vs. being
“invisible.” We want AI to “recognize” us, but we are uncomfortable with the idea of AI having
access to personal data about us.
This tension is further amplified when the need for sensitive attribute data is considered.
For example, in order to even discern whether a training dataset is diverse, we need a taxonomy
of demographic categories, some notion of an ideal distribution across that taxonomy, and labels
of these demographic categories. The methods that have emerged to address these necessities are
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often discomfiting and raise further privacy concerns. In designing DiF, the researchers did not
have a variable for race, so they used various computational methods to derive labels for
different facial features to approximate differences across race, including metrics for skin color
and craniofacial areas.8 While these features were used in an effort to ensure racial diversity
without access to direct data on race, these approaches do not capture the sociological nature of
demographic labels and could be misused, as we have seen in the pseudoscience of
physiognomy, which focuses on quantifying physical differences across races.9 Other attempts at
creating diverse face image datasets, like FairFace,10 approach the challenge by having
Mechanical Turkers (MTurkers) guess people’s demographic attributes. If at least two Turkers
agree, then the label is considered ground truth; if there is no agreement, the image is discarded.
This approach is concerning in that it relies on the ability of MTurkers to accurately assess
people’s demographic attributes, and it discards the images of people who might not fit neatly in
the demographic taxonomy. This could, for example, lead to fewer multiracial, non-binary, or
transgender individuals being represented in the data. Designing a taxonomy for demographic
classification often relies on stereotypes and can impose and perpetuate existing power
structures.
Existing privacy law addresses this issue primarily by erring on the side of hiding
people's data unless there is explicit informed consent. In fact, privacy law and antidiscrimination law are often viewed as symbiotic,11 under the assumption that preventing
companies from collecting protected attribute data helps to prevent discrimination. It is intuitive
to think that not being “seen” by AI is preferable—that being under-represented in training data
might somehow allow one to evade mass surveillance. As we have seen in the policing context,
however, just because facial recognition technologies do not work as well at identifying people
of color has not meant that they have not been used to surveil these communities and deprive
individuals of their liberty. In 2019, for example, Nijeer Parks, a Black man, was arrested due to
a faulty facial recognition match.12 He spent ten days in jail and paid around $5,000 to defend
himself before the case was dismissed for lack of evidence. Thus, not being “seen” by AI does
not protect against being “mis-seen.”
The first contribution of this Article is to characterize this tension between privacy and
fairness in the context of algorithmic bias mitigation for computer vision technologies. In
particular, this Article argues that the irreducible paradox underlying current efforts to design
less biased algorithms is the simultaneous desire to be “unseen” yet not “mis-seen” by AI.
Second, the Article reviews the strategies that have been proposed for resolving this tension and
evaluates their viability for adequately addressing the technical, operational, legal, and ethical
challenges surfaced by this tension. These strategies include: using third-party trusted entities to
collect data, using privacy-preserving techniques, obtaining informed consent, and creating
regulatory mandates or government audits. Finally, this Article argues that solving this paradox
8
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requires considering the importance of not being “mis-seen” by AI rather than simply being
“unseen.” Detethering these notions (being seen, unseen, vs. mis-seen) can bring greater clarity
around what rights relevant laws and policies should seek to protect. For example, this Article
will examine whether, instead of just having regulations around what data should remain unseen
by algorithmic systems, what the implications would be of a right not to be mis-seen by AI.
Given that privacy and fairness are both extremely important objectives for ethical AI,
addressing this tension head-on will be vital; approaches that rely purely on visibility or
invisibility will likely fail to achieve either.
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INTRODUCTION
Human-centric computer vision (HCCV),13 including facial recognition, is one of the
most controversial AI technologies in the U.S. and E.U. From a privacy perspective, the specter
of mass surveillance, particularly by state actors, has led to significant criticism of the growing
pervasiveness of the technology.14 In addition, in recent years, there has been a growing
awareness of the issues of bias in facial recognition technology. The highly influential Gender
Shades paper showed that many of the major gender classification algorithms released by
technology companies performed less well on women than men and less well on individuals with
deeper skin tones than lighter skin tones.15 Since then, subsequent studies, including one by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), a part of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, have shown differences in performance on the basis of skin tone and gender for
different computer vision systems.16
These findings have further fueled controversies around facial recognition technologies,
and their real-world effects have been felt with cases of black men in the U.S. being wrongfully
arrested due to faulty facial recognition matches.17 Many jurisdictions have since put in place
moratoriums on the usage of facial recognition by law enforcement and other public agencies.18
This is notable given that while the growing pervasiveness of AI has led to substantial public
discourse about the potential harms of such systems, facial recognition systems are the main ones
to have been banned so far. Indeed, in the recent E.U. proposed AI regulations, one of main
categories of prohibited technologies is the use of remote biometric identification (RBI) by law
enforcement (with some narrow carve-outs), specifically targeting facial recognition.19
Moreover, any RBI technology is considered to be high risk, and thus subject to extensive
regulatory requirements around transparency and pre-deployment evaluation.20
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Despite the controversy around facial recognition and other HCCV technologies, their
use continues to grow.21 The North American market for facial recognition alone is expected to
double by 2027.22 Even though recent moratoriums on facial recognition technology suggest a
strong discomfort with government use of the technology, the demand for private surveillance
camera systems with this technology has continued to grow,23 as has the use of this technology in
everyday life. It is now common for people to open their phones with face verification, to
automatically sort photos based on the people identified in the photos, and to apply filters to their
faces using apps that map facial landmarks. Moreover, in Asia, where facial recognition has not
faced as much controversy as in the U.S. or E.U.,24 the technology is increasingly used not only
by government authorities25 but also for everyday verification purposes, such as payment26 and
entering establishments.27
Thus, while privacy and bias concerns about facial recognition technologies have
manifested themselves in moratoriums in some jurisdictions, the growing use of the technology
suggests that it is here to stay. The key question then for both policymakers and AI developers is
how to address these privacy, bias, and other ethical concerns in contexts where the technology
is in use now or might be in use in the future. Unfortunately, as this Article will discuss,
addressing privacy and bias concerns in practice can be quite difficult—not only because each
set of concerns entails addressing many sociotechnical challenges, but also because privacy and
bias mitigation are often in tension in the algorithmic context. The goal of this Article is not to
advocate for the increased or decreased usage of facial recognition or other HCCV technologies,
but rather to characterize this tension between privacy and bias mitigation efforts in the computer
vision context and to propose potential paths forward.
Section I lays out definitions for terms used throughout the Article. Section II explains
what makes the computer vision context unique in terms of the privacy and fairness tensions it
raises. Section III discusses current challenges to mitigating algorithmic bias in the computer
vision context, focusing particularly on the difficulties with collecting large, diverse datasets
with informed consent. Section IV discusses relevant privacy laws in the U.S. and E.U. Section
21
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https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-50674909, https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-china-paying-with-your-face-ishard-sell-11600597240. That said, the use of facial recognition is far more pervasive in China than in other
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26
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-55748964,
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V elaborates on the harms associated with being “seen” vs. “mis-seen.” Section VI evaluates
potential solutions for better balancing protections against being “seen” vs. “mis-seen.”

I: DEFINITIONS

Throughout this Article, I will use the term “human-centric computer vision” (HCCV) to
refer specifically to AI systems that rely on images of humans for their training data and test
data.28 Given the focus of this Article on privacy and fairness issues, these are the most relevant
AI systems to examine. Of course, even if images of humans are not involved, there might still
be legal issues with copyright, and privacy risks might still remain if photos taken inside
people’s homes are used. The main focus of the privacy analysis in this Article, however, is on
protections around biometric information. The processing of biometric information is arguably
the highest risk aspect of HCCV given the relative immutability of people’s biometrics, and thus
has been the primary target of regulatory protections.
The primary computer vision tasks motivating this piece are facial recognition, detection,
verification, and classification, but I use the more expansive term of HCCV since many of my
points also apply to body detection, pose estimation, and body recognition. Object detection and
classification are also relevant insofar as developers use images of people and objects in order to
train their models.
Although colloquially HCCV technologies are often generically referred to as “facial
recognition technologies” (FRT), it is important to draw the distinction between HCCV and
FRT. While HCCV encompasses all technologies whose development might confront biometric
privacy laws, these laws are typically motivated by the desire to tackle FRT. In addressing the
tensions between existing privacy laws and HCCV bias mitigation efforts, it is thus important to
note that HCCV includes technologies, as enumerated below, that largely do not figure in policy
conversations about biometric information privacy laws. Moreover, the legal and technical
analysis of relevant harms and solutions differs to some extent based on the precise task, so in
this Article, I will use more granular distinctions when relevant.
Face detection involves detecting whether a human face is in an image and, if so, drawing
a bounding box around the face. This is one of the most frequently used face-related computer
vision tasks and serves as the basis for the other face-related tasks (you must first detect a face
before you can identify or analyze it). Face or body detection is often used to count people or to
trigger a subsequent task. For example, an AI-assisted AC system for an office might only turn
on if a human is detected as being in the room.
Face verification and recognition are related tasks for assessing who a person is. Face
verification refers to a one-to-one comparison between a reference face and a new face. When
unlocking a phone, a face verification algorithm is used to compare the face in front of the
camera with the reference face for the owner of the phone. Facial recognition refers to one-tomany comparisons, when you have a new face you are comparing against a reference set of faces
to identify which (if any) of the reference faces is a match. If police have an image of a suspect,
28
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they can run that image through a facial recognition system that compares the image to an
existing database of driver’s license photos to see if there is a match.
Face classification, also known as “facial analysis,” refers to the task of automatically
generating labels for a face. For example, the model might label faces as “male” or “female.”
This type of task can be fraught from an ethical perspective given concerns around how much
information can be accurately discerned from someone’s face. Gender classification has been
criticized since, regardless of whether gender is viewed as purely a social construct or as a
biological concept, it cannot be assessed purely based on a photo, especially if an individual is
transgender or non-binary.29 In addition, controversial technologies like emotion recognition and
computer vision character/fitness assessments fall under this category. Research suggests that
emotion recognition is largely unreliable because people’s facial expressions do not directly
reflect their emotions—e.g., you might smile through discomfort or sadness.30 In addition, efforts
to use face classification to identify who might be a better job candidate or who might have a
propensity to criminal behavior have been highly criticized as pseudoscientific.31 That said,
facial analysis can also be used for more benign purposes, such as a “smile setting” on a camera
that waits until everyone in the frame is smiling before taking a photo.32
Body detection/verification/recognition/analysis tasks are analogous to the face-related
tasks above, except that the focus is on the entire body rather than the face. Body detection, for
example, might be used by an autonomous vehicle to detect and avoid pedestrians. Pose
estimation is also a common task in this grouping and is used to estimate the spatial locations of
a person’s joints to determine whether an individual is doing a certain activity. In a security
context, the goal might be to detect whether someone is shoplifting or making rapid movements
that might be dangerous. Such technologies are also commonly used for augmented reality or
CGI experiences. Pose estimation does not necessarily involve identifying the person, but can be
used for such purposes. Gait recognition—leveraging the patterns unique to each person’s gait to
identify an individual—is recognized as a form of biometric identification, which is subject to
relevant biometric information privacy laws in the U.S. and E.U.33
Object detection and recognition is another major category of computer vision tasks. For
example, a traffic camera might learn to detect and count the number of cars at an intersection.
While such tasks might seem unrelated to HCCV, they are often trained using images featuring
humans. For example, in the research community, the COCO dataset is one of the most
commonly used datasets for object-related tasks.34 This dataset features around two hundred
thousand images with humans and objects labelled. Using images with humans can be helpful
given that, in the real-world, we are often interested in detecting objects that humans are
29

https://ironholds.org/resources/papers/agr_paper.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00507-5, https://www.ft.com/content/c0b03d1d-f72f-48a8-b342b4a926109452
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32
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EU Proposed AI regulation, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52020XX1117%2801%29&qid=1627962106278,
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=3.&part=4.&lawCode=CIV&title=1.81.5
(CCPA), https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2019/a6787 (NY), https://www.insideprivacy.com/eu-dataprotection/uk-ico-publishes-new-guidance-on-special-category-data/, https://iapp.org/resources/article/biometrics/
34
https://cocodataset.org/
30
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interacting with. Training an object recognition model exclusively on images without humans
might make it more difficult for the model to perform well in real-world contexts. In addition,
often the goal is not object recognition in isolation but rather to combine human detection with
object recognition. A store might want a system to detect if someone is carrying a gun or stealing
an item, for example.
Thus, although facial recognition technologies have animated much of the popular
discourse around risks with emerging AI systems, HCCV more comprehensively encompasses a
diverse array of computer vision models whose development raises difficult questions around
privacy and fairness.
In addition, throughout this Article, I will use the terms “model” and “algorithm” largely
interchangeably to refer to the machine learning model being used. “Algorithm” is technically a
more expansive term, referring to a “set of rules a machine (and especially a computer) follows
to achieve a particular goal.”35 “Machine learning model” (“model” for short) is a more precise
term, but “algorithm” is more commonly used in colloquial discussions about AI (similarly,
“machine learning” is a more precise term than “AI,” but is less commonly used in colloquial
settings). In general, I will use colloquial terms when referencing popular discourse. I will refer
to “HCCV systems” to describe more expansively a particular product or service that includes an
HCCV model.
Moving to the core terms for this Article, being “seen” refers specifically to having
images of your face and/or body collected and processed for developing HCCV systems. This
definition should encompass all computer vision contexts where there are privacy considerations
under existing biometric information privacy laws, which will be further discussed in Section IV.
Being “unseen” thus means not having your images collected or processed for developing
HCCV. Note that being “seen”/“unseen” focuses specifically on the how the HCCV system is
developed since the tension highlighted in this paper is between privacy and the desire to develop
more accurate and fairer HCCV systems. The focus is not on the images collected during the
deployment of the HCCV system or on whether HCCV systems should be deployed.
Being “mis-seen” refers to experiencing poor performance from a deployed HCCV
system. This includes your face/body not being detected, being mis-recognized for someone else,
someone else being mis-recognized for you, or having images/videos of you mis-classified or
mis-characterized. The last category includes tasks like suspicious behavior detection, where you
might be erroneously labeled as cheating on an exam or shoplifting. As will be explored in
greater depth in Section V, the harms of being mis-seen are both absolute and relative. An
HCCV system can be harmful because it performs poorly in certain scenarios for all people or
because it performs more poorly for specific subgroups, potentially perpetuating stereotypes or
creating discriminatory disparities.
Lastly, it is important to define the term “bias.” Because “bias” is a catch-all term for
many different types of disparities, some in the algorithmic fairness community have criticized
the use of its term, arguing instead for more precise descriptions of the specific harms.36 In this
Article, I will use the term “bias” to refer to any case of disparate performance of the HCCV
system across different groups, particularly when such disparate performance might lead to
disproportionate harm for specific groups. When possible, however, I will refer instead to
35
36

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/algorithm#note-1
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14050.pdf, https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.06076.pdf (example delineating specific harms)
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specific types of harms. The specific bias-related harms of being mis-seen are detailed in Section
V. “Fairness” in this Article will refer to the pursuit of bias mitigation. It is impossible for an AI
system to be completely unbiased or “fair,” but the goal is to minimize bias as much as possible.

II: WHY COMPUTER VISION?

There is a general tension between privacy laws and algorithmic bias detection and
mitigation efforts in that such efforts typically involve the use of protected class or sensitive
attribute data, or proxies for such data. Prior works have discussed this empirically through
interview methods37 and in analyses of relevant antidiscrimination law prohibitions on the usage
of such data.38 This paper focuses on the context of bias mitigation in computer vision, given that
here the concern is not simply with protected attributes or sensitive data, but rather with all of the
data used in generating such models. In the tabular or language data contexts, stripping the
dataset of personally identifiable information (PII) can significantly mitigate the privacy risks.39
In contrast, for HCCV, even if the developer strips all of the metadata, the face or body images
themselves constitute PII.40 Moreover, developing HCCV generally involves the processing of
biometric information, which is subject to strong privacy protections, as will be discussed further
in Section IV.
Not only are the privacy concerns stronger in the HCCV context, but also the need for
wide-ranging data collection efforts is greater. While a simple logistic regression model with
tabular data can be trained on thousands of instances, HCCV requires millions of images to train
a base model that can do basic detection and recognition tasks.41 Moreover, while dataset
diversity is important in all contexts, bias in computer vision is particularly strongly connected
with a lack of sufficient dataset diversity. The primary technical solution to addressing the harms
discussed below in Section V is to collect larger, more diverse, and more balanced datasets.42
While there are other bias mitigation solutions that have been explored in the computer vision
literature, these methods either rely on the generation of synthetic images to create a more
diverse, balanced dataset43 or address bias only indirectly.44

37

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.02282
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3650635
39
For tabular data, removing unique identifiers, employing differential privacy techniques, and limiting the number
of and types of features are all techniques that can significantly reduce privacy concerns. Similarly, for language
data, stripping the dataset of identifiers and contextual information, and limiting the amount of data from individual
conversations can significantly reduce the ability to tie specific language data to individuals.
40
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-122.pdf
41
Note, however, that it is fine for some subset of these images to be synthesized.
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.07057.pdf
42
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.07999.pdf; http://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a/buolamwini18a.pdf;
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2019/NIST.IR.8280.pdf; https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.07999.pdf
43
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2007.06570.pdf; https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.00471.pdf;
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7985521
44
These types of methods work by focusing the model’s attention on relevant features instead of irrelevant ones.
See, e.g.,
38
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In the tabular data context, the fundamental algorithmic bias problem is the presence of
biased patterns in the data. For example, in criminal justice data, there is evidence that Black
individuals have faced higher rates of arrest for drug-related crimes despite similar rates of
offending.45 Algorithms designed to predict recidivism thus can improperly learn to associate
features correlated with being Black with higher rates of recidivism. The solution to such
problems of biased historical data is not to gather more arrest data on Black individuals but
rather to attempt to measure the impact biases have had on leading to higher arrest rates and
counteract those biases in the data (e.g., through algorithmic rebalancing across groups46 or
trying to find less biased features for predicting criminal offense rather than arrest47). In contrast,
the literature on bias in computer vision systems primarily points to the need for more diversity
and representation of minority groups in the data used to develop such systems.48 Algorithmic
bias in the computer vision context generally boils down to two problems: lack of
representation49 and spurious correlations.50
The former refers to the lack of sufficient images of particular subgroups in a training
dataset. This source of bias is also present in human face recognition, where studies have shown
that people have a harder time recognizing people of other races.51 Psychological research has
also shown that the ability of humans to recognize faces of people of other races improves with
more contact with people of other races.52 Similar to humans, facial recognition algorithms also
exhibit an “other-race effect,” whereby algorithms developed in Western countries perform
better for Caucasian faces and algorithms developed in East Asian countries perform better for
East Asian faces.53 If you think of the machine learning developer as the parent to the HCCV
system, a parent who wants to ensure their “child” is able to equally recognize people of all
different races, it is easy to understand the urgency for collecting a diverse set of faces for
training the algorithm.
The other fundamental source of bias is spurious correlations, meaning that the training
data contain misleading patterns, often due to societal biases.54 For example, researchers have
found that gender classification models are more likely to incorrectly predict that an individual in
a photo is female if the background is indoors and conversely for outdoor images.55 Even though
https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_ECCV_2018/papers/Lisa_Anne_Hendricks_Women_also_Snowboard_ECC
V_2018_paper.pdf
45
Sharad Goel, Justin M Rao, Ravi Shroff, et al. 2016. Precinct or prejudice? Understanding racial disparities in
New York City’s stop-and-frisk policy. The Annals of Applied Statistics 10, 1 (2016), 365–394; Kristian Lum and
William Isaac. 2016. To predict and serve? Significance 13, 5 (2016), 14–19;
Emma Pierson, Camelia Simoiu, Jan Overgoor, Sam Corbett-Davies, Daniel Jenson, Amy Shoemaker, Vignesh
Ramachandran, Phoebe Barghouty, Cheryl Phillips, Ravi Shroff, et al. 2020. A large-scale analysis of racial
disparities in police stops across the United States. Nature human behaviour (2020), 1–10.
46
https://fairmlbook.org/pdf/fairmlbook.pdf
47
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.04953.pdf
48
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.07999.pdf; http://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a/buolamwini18a.pdf;
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2019/NIST.IR.8280.pdf
49
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a/buolamwini18a.pdf; https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.02659.pdf
50
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.07780.pdf; https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.09797.pdf
51
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/some-people-suffer-from-face-blindness-for-other-races/
52
Note, however, that this improvement only occurs up to the age of 12—greater social contact with people of other
races in adulthood has little effect. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-49202-0
53
https://tsapps.nist.gov/publication/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=906254
54
This is related to the problem of short-cut learning. https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.07780.pdf
55
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.07999.pdf
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the background of an image should not be relevant for discerning whether an individual is male
or female, models learn to rely on such irrelevant factors when the training data
disproportionately features images of females indoors and males outdoors. Thus, it is important
to develop training datasets that are well-balanced and avoid spurious correlations. For example,
the proportion of women indoors vs. outdoors should roughly match the proportion of men
indoors vs. outdoors. Of course, it is impossible to account for all spurious correlations, so
researchers typically focus on ones that are related to pernicious societal stereotypes. Collecting
a balanced dataset in an unbalanced world, however, can be difficult in practice, as the next
Section will discuss.
In addition to bias mitigation, the prosocial normative motivation for collecting large,
diverse datasets in computer vision is particularly strong given that doing so can directly improve
the accuracy of the model.56 Outside of the HCCV context, bias mitigation itself can be a source
of controversy.57 For example, in prior work, I have explored the ways in which many of the
dominant approaches to bias mitigation in the tabular data ML context would be considered as
legally suspect affirmative action.58 In contrast, ensuring that your model recognizes people
based on their facial features and not based on their clothing or the image background is
important not only for reducing bias but also for increasing accuracy across a wider set of
deployment contexts.59
That said, many of the insights from this Article are not unique to computer vision. If we
can reconcile the tensions between privacy and antidiscrimination in HCCV, we might be able to
apply analogous solutions to other forms of AI.

III: CHALLENGES TO ALGORITHMIC BIAS MITIGATION IN COMPUTER VISION

56
Note that this is specifically true for verification and recognition tasks. For classification tasks, there can still be a
trade-off between fairness and accuracy due to biases or stereotypes reflected in the classifications.
https://pure.mpg.de/rest/items/item_3286836/component/file_3286837/content.
57
https://www.brookings.edu/research/algorithmic-bias-detection-and-mitigation-best-practices-and-policies-toreduce-consumer-harms/ (discussion about fairness-accuracy trade-off)
58
https://lawreviewblog.uchicago.edu/2020/10/30/aa-ho-xiang/,
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3650635
59
The reason for this distinction is that in the tabular data context, one of the fundamental problems is a lack of
ground truth. For example, there are significant concerns around the use of ML recidivism risk assessment tools in
the criminal justice context given that arrest is used as a proxy for re-offense. https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.04953.pdf
Given the evidence that minority communities face disproportionately higher levels of policing and arrest, including
wrongful arrest, arrest data itself is seen as suspect. The problem with having unreliable or biased arrest data,
however, is that correcting for this bias requires some notion of what the data would look like in a fairer world. One
extreme notion of this is the demographic parity fairness metric, which defines bias as disproportionate outcomes (in
this case, predicted recidivism rates) across groups. Correcting for this bias metric would involve ensuring that the
ML model predicts proportional recidivism rates across groups, even if the training data suggest highly
disproportionate rates. Other approaches to bias mitigation take a more nuanced approach, but most are analogous to
affirmative action in contemplating some degree of rebalancing across groups for fairness rather than accuracy
purposes. In the computer vision context, however, ground truth is more readily accessible, so it is easier to align
fairness and accuracy. For example, if the task is to verify whether two faces are of the same person, and the test set
includes unique identifiers for each of the individuals, then correcting for problems of bias (e.g., the model being
worse at distinguishing between individuals of darker skin tones) directly improves accuracy as well.
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Collecting larger, more diverse training datasets and test datasets serves two aims:
improving the overall accuracy and robustness of the model and also mitigating potential biases.
While this Article addresses both of these aims, the focus is primarily on issues of bias since
there are arguably sufficient existing commercial incentives to improve the overall performance
of HCCV systems. Indeed, the accuracy of major commercial facial recognition technologies has
improved dramatically over the past few years, but issues of bias persist.60
While the desire to build larger and more diverse datasets for training and testing
computer vision systems is admirable, doing so immediately runs into complex questions of
privacy, consent, money, and possible exploitation. Indeed, the computer vision community is
infamous for blurring or crossing ethical lines in order to collect the large corpuses of data
needed to train their systems. NIST uses images of mugshots, exploited children,61 individuals
crossing the border, and visa applicants in its test dataset, which is used to benchmark the
performance of different commercial FRT.62 Chinese start-ups have developed facial analysis
systems for identifying ethnic minorities for surveillance purposes using “face-image databases
for people with criminal records, mental illnesses, records of drug use, and those who petitioned
the government over grievances.”63
Large publicly available human image datasets mostly use web-scraped photos. Some
focus on celebrities or public figures (e.g., MS-Celeb-1M64); others focus on a broader array of
subjects through online platforms like Flickr (e.g., YFCC100M65). Images of celebrities have
especially assisted with the advancement of research into face recognition and verification
systems since such datasets include many images of the same person, at different angles and in
different settings. Such datasets, however, raise ethical issues around consent and also biases
introduced by only training algorithms to recognize celebrities, whose features are not
representative of the general population.66

60

https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-20-522.pdf
These images are used specifically to test the performance of face detection and recognition systems on children.
https://www.nist.gov/programs-projects/chexia-face-recognition. Images of children are hard to come by in most
datasets due to additional privacy restrictions.
62
https://slate.com/technology/2019/03/facial-recognition-nist-verification-testing-data-sets-children-immigrantsconsent.html; https://pages.nist.gov/frvt/reports/11/frvt_11_report.pdf at 41-42;
https://pages.nist.gov/frvt/reports/1N/frvt_1N_report.pdf (“The evaluation uses six datasets: frontal mugshots,
profile view mugshots, desktop webcam photos, visa-like immigration application photos, immigration lane photos,
and registered traveler kiosk photos.”)
63
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/14/technology/china-surveillance-artificial-intelligence-racial-profiling.html
64
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/ms-celeb-1m-dataset-benchmark-large-scale-facerecognition-2/ (featuring 10 million face images or nearly 100,000 individuals).
65
http://projects.dfki.uni-kl.de/yfcc100m/ (featuring around 100 million images and videos).
66
One artifact of using datasets exclusively of celebrities is that if you train a model to synthesize more feminine
faces, it will do so by applying makeup to the face (specifically, a smokey eye and lipstick).
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3422841.3423533; https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.00099.pdf. Looking more feminine
is thus conflated with wearing makeup. In contrast, the models that synthesize more masculine features actually
change the features of the face to be more angular. Datasets like CelebA that include an “attractiveness” feature are
also problematic in that they can replicate human biases around what looks attractive. One study illustrated this by
increasing the “attractiveness” latent attribute of Barack Obama, only to find that it made him look like a young,
blonde white woman. https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.12917.pdf
61
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The use of Flickr images has been very pervasive in the computer vision community due
to the uniquely diverse and candid nature of these images, which often include a wide variety of
people and objects in each image. In fact, researchers who have constructed large public datasets
using Flickr images have often been motivated to use Flickr to address the issues of bias that
plague other datasets.67 Flickr-based datasets features photos of non-celebrities68 from amateur
photographers,69 yielding a large amount of diversity.70 Recently, however, there have been
many lawsuits leveraging Illinois’ Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA) since the
individuals in the Flickr images did not necessarily consent to having their photos used to train
facial recognition algorithms.71 Informed consent is thus a key consideration when collecting or
using large image datasets for developing HCCV.
A. WHY IS COLLECTING IMAGES WITH INFORMED CONSENT SO DIFFICULT?
The most obvious and reliable way to address the privacy concerns around collecting
images for training HCCV systems is to obtain informed consent from the individuals in the
photos. This is much easier said than done, however, given the need for millions of images with
diverse subjects and conditions.
Social media or cloud service companies can collect large image datasets through
products that incentivize individuals to upload photos. This is not to say they have always
appropriately obtained informed consent, however. For example, Facebook recently reached a
landmark settlement of $650 million in a BIPA case challenging their use of users’ face images
for training their face-tagging algorithm.72 That said, for companies with a business model where
individuals upload large numbers of diverse photos, the first step to solving the informed consent
issue is comparatively straight-forward: Facebook now asks users whether they consent to
having their images used for face tagging.73
This is not to say that the problem is completely solved—users upload many photos of
people other than themselves. Even if the user has consented to the photos being used for facial
recognition, providing that service still requires obtaining the consent of the individuals in the
photo. Even if the individuals in the photo have Facebook accounts and have provided approval
on their end, it is unclear how Facebook can know whether the individuals in the photo have
given consent without first attempting to recognize the individuals.

67

https://homes.cs.washington.edu/~kemelmi/ms.pdf; https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.10436.pdf;
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1405.0312.pdf
68
https://homes.cs.washington.edu/~kemelmi/ms.pdf
69
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1405.0312.pdf
70
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.10436.pdf
71
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/facial-recognition-s-dirty-little-secret-millions-online-photos-scrapedn981921; https://www.reuters.com/article/dataprivacy-ibm-biometrics/ibm-cant-shake-facial-recognition-suit-butdodges-some-claims-idUSL1N2GD2JP; https://techcrunch.com/2020/07/15/facial-recognition-lawsuit-vancejanecyk-bipa/
72
https://apnews.com/article/technology-business-san-francisco-chicago-lawsuitsaf6b42212e43be1b63b5c290eb5bfd85; https://www.law.com/therecorder/2021/02/26/judge-approves-facebooks650m-privacy-settlement-as-major-win-for-consumers/
73
https://www.facebook.com/help/122175507864081
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For companies without business models that incentivize data collection organically, the
need to collect large, diverse datasets with informed consent poses additional difficulties. The
companies can buy images from vendors, but it is difficult to (i) obtain enough data and (ii)
obtain sufficiently diverse and candid data. While Facebook might not have to pay users to
upload thousands of pictures of themselves and their friends, a company using a vendor to collect
images must pay for each image. To collect the millions of images needed to train from scratch a
computer vision model with good performance, millions of dollars is generally needed.
In addition, when crowdsourced workers are paid to upload images of themselves based
on particular specifications (e.g., one front-facing photo, one side-facing photo, one photo
indoors, one photo outdoors), the photos generally look staged.74 In computer vision, there is a
term “in the wild,” which refers to “unconstrained” images that appear to be taken in a wide
variety of everyday scenarios—similar to the contexts a deployed HCCV system would be
working with.75 When buying photos, however, it can be difficult to find appropriate photos “in
the wild.” It is much harder to ensure such photos meet particular specifications, verify that all
the individuals in the photos have consented to the use of the photo for training AI, and verify
that the photographer has relinquished their copyright.
These challenges create a number of performance and bias concerns. First, an HCCV
model trained on very staged selfies might struggle to perform in the real world, where there
might be multiple people in an image, the lighting conditions might be more varied, the people
might be smaller and blurrier, or the people might have a wider variety of poses or expressions.
Moreover, if the dataset features images from only one country— often the case given the need
for the crowd workers to sign a consent form based on the laws of their jurisdiction—then there
might be issues of bias in the dataset. Not only might there be insufficient demographic diversity,
but also the backgrounds and objects in the photos might only reflect country-specific contexts.76
In addition, it can be more difficult to obtain as much metadata about the images as might
be available to platforms with users uploading photos. For example, Facebook has a large
amount of information about individuals beyond simply their faces—Facebook might know
where a photo was taken77 and the demographics and interests of the individuals in the photos.78
This leads to a richer dataset that can be used for profitable tasks like ad targeting.79
I emphasize this distinction between the challenges faced by companies with platforms
where people upload images freely versus other companies because this creates competition
concerns in addition to the privacy and bias concerns discussed elsewhere. There are relatively
few companies that have the advantage of a large, global, diverse usership willing to upload

74

In the early days of developing computer vision datasets, researchers did stage the photos they collected, hiring
actors and photographers, and manually designing the set-up. https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.00813.pdf This was a very
labor-intensive and expensive process, so early datasets were quite small. The need for informed consent, however,
raises the question of how we can adapt these more manual ways of collecting images to suit the needs of
contemporary computer vision development.
75
http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/papers/lfw.pdf
76
https://research.fb.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Does-Object-Recognition-Work-for-Everyone.pdf
77
https://www.facebook.com/help/115298751894487/. A company working with a vendor can also access location
data if the EXIF metadata on the photo has not been stripped. It is, however, common to strip such data (which
includes timestamps and GPS coordinates) since it can create additional privacy concerns.
78
https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/ad-targeting
79
Id.
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millions if not billions of photos for free. There are far more companies that either operate or
seek to operate in the HCCV space.
Moving beyond the necessity to collect large numbers of images, the need to collect a
diverse, well-balanced dataset with minimal spurious correlations creates additional challenges.
First, there is the challenge of defining what sufficient diversity would look like. Relevant
dimensions of diversity from the computer vision literature include demographics (perceived
gender, age, and ethnicity), lighting conditions, background, pose, and camera type.80 Avoiding
spurious correlations would mean ensuring that no unrelated attributes are inadvertently
correlated—e.g., women and men in equal proportion indoors vs. outdoors. In addition,
determining the relevant subcategories within each group is a challenging task that AI developers
are not necessarily the best equipped to determine. For example, should there be two gender
categories? Three? Ten?
Even after these sociological questions are answered about the ideal taxonomy and
distribution for the dataset, there is the challenge of fulfilling these specifications. When issues
of bias are discovered in the dataset or in models trained on it, it can be difficult to augment the
dataset to address these issues. For example, if a developer realizes that their model does not
perform well for Native American individuals, and they check their training dataset and realize
they do not have any images of Native Americans, a natural solution would be to seek out
images of Native Americans. Conducting that type of targeted recruitment can be very difficult.
Especially when collecting data from historically marginalized communities, it is important to
ensure that the data collection process is not exploitative.
Moreover, publicly available datasets typically do not include people’s self-reported
demographics, so researchers or developers take measures to guess or estimate the
demographics. Datasets with celebrities sometimes have web-scraped data on nationality.81
When that information is not available, common methods include having annotators look at the
photos and guess people’s demographics,82 using skin tone or other features as a proxy for race,83
or using automated race classifiers.84 While it would be much more ideal to collect the selfreported demographics of the image subjects, collecting demographic data can present additional
privacy concerns, as will be discussed further in Section IV. Without such data, however, even
doing a preliminary check to see if the dataset is diverse or if the model performs well across
different groups is difficult.85
Given all of these data collection challenges, even the computer vision research
community is divided on how important informed consent should be for image datasets.86 More
than half of the respondents to a survey conducted by Nature did not think it was necessary to
obtain informed consent from individuals before using their face images. Even researchers who
80

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.03993.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.00194.pdf; https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3422841.3423533
82
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.04913.pdf;
83
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.10436.pdf
84
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.00194.pdf
85
Without such data, companies often rely on proxy variables. Andrus et al. For example, skin tone might be used as
a proxy for race, or long hair as a proxy for gender. There are many downsides, however, to using such proxies. See
Gender Shades (discussing shortcomings of using the Fitzpatrick skin tone scale as a proxy for race); Xiang
(discussing unintended consequences of using proxy variables for bias mitigation).
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.00099.pdf (differences in performance are not due to skin tone)
86
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-03187-3
81
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believed in the importance of informed consent stated they would still use datasets that do not
have appropriate informed consent. It was difficult for the researchers to see how they could train
accurate facial recognition algorithms otherwise.
Overall, the challenge of assembling large, diverse, and well-balanced human image
datasets is a topic that requires more public awareness. When an AI system fails to work well for
individuals from marginalized backgrounds, this often becomes a source of public outrage and
used as evidence that companies do not care about such individuals. Even in situations where
people do care deeply about making their products work well for everyone, however, collecting
sufficiently large and diverse datasets is very difficult and runs directly into many privacy
challenges.

IV: PRIVACY LAWS

There are two separate areas of privacy law that are relevant to the context of mitigating
bias in computer vision systems: (i) the collection of PII (in particular, biometric information)
and (ii) the collection of sensitive attributes. The former is generally relevant for the
development of any HCCV system, but raises particular concerns in the context of attempting to
collect more diverse datasets, focusing on marginalized groups. The latter is important for both
bias detection and mitigation; you cannot evaluate dataset diversity or performance across
demographic groups without demographic information.
Some of the most salient privacy laws in the first category are GDPR’s restrictions
around the processing of personally identifiable information (PII)87 and U.S. state laws like
BIPA88 and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)89 that regulate the processing of
biometric information.90 Biometric information in this context can be seen as a particularly
sensitive subset of PII. BIPA, for example, regulates the collection, storage, and use of biometric
identifiers and biometric information. Biometric identifiers include “scan[s] of hand or face
geometry,” which has been interpreted by courts to include both facial landmarks and facial
templates, which are extracted for any computer vision task involving detecting, verifying,
recognizing, or classifying faces. CCPA’s protections of biometric information include face
images, images of hands or palms, and gait patterns.
While each state’s biometric information privacy laws differ slightly in scope, they
generally all seek to restrict the collection, storage, and use of images/videos of faces or bodies
(or landmarks/templates extracted from these images/videos) that could in turn be used to
identify a person (actual use for identification is not required). The laws vary in terms of the
rights they provide; some provide a right to request and receive disclosures about information
that has been collected (CCPA, BIPA), a right to request that the information be deleted (CCPA),
a prohibition of denying goods or services for exercising privacy rights (CCPA), or a prohibition
87

https://gdpr.eu/eu-gdpr-personal-data/
https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs3.asp?ActID=3004&ChapterID=57
89
https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
90
Texas and Washington have also passed biometric information privacy laws.
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/BC/htm/BC.503.htm; https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=19.375.
88
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on sale of or profit from the information (BIPA).91 The key protection this Article will focus on,
however, is the requirement of informed consent in order to collect biometric information. This
is the one constant across the various laws, and, as discussed above in Section III, creates
significant challenges in the development of HCCV.
Most of the U.S. privacy cases about image collection for HCCV center on BIPA. BIPA
was passed in 2008, making it much older than other comparable state laws. Over the past
several years, BIPA’s private right of action has made it a powerful tool for privacy advocates to
challenge tech company data practices. Although state statutes like BIPA in theory are narrow in
their jurisdictional scope, in practice the difficulty of determining whether images in a dataset are
from Illinois residents vs. other states’ residents has vastly expanded the influence of BIPA.92
Section V will feature a more in-depth discussion about the specific harms these laws seek to
prevent and how courts have interpreted them.
GDPR adds an additional layer of complexity by requiring not only consent but also a
legal basis for processing personal data, which includes biometric information. For example,
Sweden’s first GDPR fine was issued against a school that used facial recognition to take
attendance.93 Although parents had consented for the use of such technology for their children,
that did not settle the legal question of necessity. The Swedish Data Protection Authority
concluded that there were less intrusive ways to take attendance than camera surveillance given
the expectation of privacy students would have in the classroom.
In the second category—laws protecting sensitive attribute data—we again have GDPR,
which regulates the processing of special categories of personal data like race.94 We also have
some U.S. privacy laws and antidiscrimination laws, like the Equal Credit Opportunity Act,
which place additional restrictions on the collection or consideration of sensitive demographic
data.95
In practice, these restrictions have ironically erected significant barriers to companies
attempting to self-audit their algorithmic systems for bias. In a recent interview study,96 my coauthors and I found that overwhelmingly companies across the AI industry, both small and large,
struggle to check their AI systems for bias, let alone take remedial measures to address bias.
Despite the growth in AI ethics, responsible AI, and algorithmic fairness teams in tech
companies, these teams face practical challenges when attempting to convince their colleagues to
collect sensitive attribute data in order to conduct bias assessments. Often legal and compliance
teams shut down efforts to collect, share, or use such data. In light of existing privacy laws, this
knee-jerk reaction is understandable, but in practice, it makes progress toward less-biased AI
more challenging.
91

https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs3.asp?ActID=3004&ChapterID=57; https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
Some companies have tried to sidestep BIPA and other state information privacy laws by asking individuals what
state they are residents of before giving them access to a product.
https://newmedialaw.proskauer.com/2018/01/18/google-app-disables-art-selfie-biometric-comparison-tool-inillinois-and-texas/. Note, however, that Google did ask for consent from users of the app before processing their
selfies
93
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-49489154
94
Article 9, GDPR, https://gdpr-info.eu/art-9-gdpr/
95
Regulation B, § 1002.5(b), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1002/5/#a-4-vi
96
See Andrus et al. supra note []. https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3375627.3375852 also discusses the challenge
in practice of balancing data minimization under GDPR and bias audits.
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There is evidence that policymakers are increasingly cognizant of this challenge. The
E.U. proposed AI regulation creates a carve-out for processing sensitive data for bias monitoring,
detection, and correction for high-risk AI systems.97 In addition, the UK’s Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) has released guidance suggesting that such data can and should be
collected for the purposes of bias mitigation, and recommends pursuing the public good
exception in GDPR.98 Less progress has been made on the U.S. side, however. While there have
been growing calls for audits of tech company algorithms,99 there has been less policy discussion
around ways to better enable companies to conduct audits. More generally, there seems to be less
recognition of the existence of this tension between existing U.S. privacy and antidiscrimination
laws and the pushes for less-biased facial recognition systems.100
In short, while there is growing recognition that sensitive attribute data might be needed
for bias detection and mitigation, collecting large and diverse datasets that comply with privacy
laws remains a major challenge.

V: HARMS OF BEING SEEN VS. MIS-SEEN

One of the core contributions of this Article is to identify and characterize the tension
between protecting against the harm of being “seen” by HCCV systems versus the harm of being
“mis-seen” by such systems. The former is the primary concern of privacy law, whereas the
latter is the primary concern of the algorithmic fairness community. Since both are important
ethical considerations, this section will focus on breaking down the specific harms of being
“seen” and “mis-seen” in order to better delineate the potential trade-offs involved.
A. HARMS OF BEING SEEN
Privacy law is notorious for the ambiguity around the specific harms it envisions. In the
seminal article “The Right to Privacy,” which is credited for essentially creating the U.S.
common law privacy right,101 Warren and Brandeis discuss privacy as “the right to be let
alone.”102 The authors compare privacy to “the right not to be assaulted or beaten, the right not to
be imprisoned, the right not to be maliciously prosecuted, the right not to be imprisoned, the
97
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right not to be defamed.”103 In contrast to the laws governing those rights, the authors conceived
of privacy as protecting against mental suffering rather than simply reputational damage (as
under defamation law) or infringements upon property (as under intellectual property law).104
They justify privacy protections as an extension of common law’s “secur[ing] to each individual
the right of determining to what extent his thoughts, sentiments, and emotions shall be
communicated to others.”105
Modern consumer data privacy law is rooted in tort law, contract law (when companies
employ privacy policies), property law, Section 5 of the FTC Act (prohibiting “unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce”), sectoral federal statutory regulation, and
state statutory regulation.106 Most relevant to our discussion, however, are state biometric
privacy laws like Illinois’ BIPA and California’s CCPA. These laws go beyond the sectoral
nature of federal privacy laws and provide protections for biometric information or personal data,
regardless of the context of collection or use. While the right to privacy writ large might be
conceived of as a right to be left alone, biometric privacy laws specifically protect an
individual’s control over their data, making informed consent the key requirement for collection,
storage, or use.107
What, however, are the specific harms that laws like BIPA protect against? In Spokeo v.
Robins, the Court found that mere violation of BIPA alone did not constitute a concrete injury
sufficient for standing; the requirements of standing had to be independently met.108 In a
subsequent case, Patel v. Facebook, the Ninth Circuit developed a test for whether a statutory
violation caused a concrete injury: “(1) whether the statutory provisions at issue were established
to protect concrete interests (as opposed to purely procedural rights) and, if so, (2) whether the
specific procedural violations alleged in this case actually harm, or present a material risk of
harm to, such interests.”109 Applying this test to the context of Facebook using facial recognition
in its “Tag Suggestions” technology, the Ninth Circuit determined that, “the development of a
face template using facial-recognition technology without consent (as alleged here) invades an
individual’s private affairs and concrete interests.” The court thus found that BIPA protects an
individual’s concrete privacy interests, such that violations of the procedures in BIPA “actually
harm or pose a material risk of harm to those privacy interests.”
Key to the Ninth Circuit’s decision was the idea that common law protects an
individual’s “control of information concerning his or her person,” such that lack of control over
one’s biometric information, as protected against by BIPA, constituted a concrete harm. Lack of
control over data is still quite a broadly construed harm, however. In the HCCV cases litigated
thus far in the U.S., there has been no allegation of a disclosure of information leading to mental
harm similar to the gossiping press that was decried by Warren and Brandeis as the impetus for a
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right to privacy. Instead, in evaluating Article III standing, U.S. courts have found compelling
the concrete harms of identity theft and surveillance risk.110
The concern around identity theft is that as face verification is increasingly used for
security purposes (e.g., opening phones, accessing buildings, payment), face templates extracted
from images could be used to gain unauthorized access. For example, in Patel v. Facebook, the
court expressed concern that the face templates collected by Facebook could be used to unlock
cell phones.111 It is unclear, however, that extracting face templates or landmarks from face
images in order to develop HCCV increases the security risks beyond simply storing the images
themselves. Existing methods to hack face verification systems rely on generating 3D renderings
using publicly available images of the individual being hacked.112 Especially if the developer is
using publicly available images to develop the HCCV system, it is unclear that doing so would
increase the risk of identity theft for the image subjects, making this harm quite speculative.
The more significant potential harm animating privacy fears around HCCV is the specter
of mass surveillance. Despite the fact that mass surveillance is characterized as a core privacy
harm, however, it actually encompasses both harms of being “seen” and being “mis-seen.”
Starting first with the mass surveillance harms of being “seen,” it is helpful to distinguish
between the use of HCCV for relatively low-stakes tasks like ad targeting versus higher-stakes
purposes like law enforcement, employment, and finance. In low-stakes contexts, mass
surveillance is primarily perceived by consumers as “creepy.”113 Calls for greater privacy
protections are typically motivated by concerns that large tech companies are learning too much
about individuals’ personal lives. In a commonly cited example, Target sent targeted ads
featuring maternity and baby products to a household with a teenage daughter.114 The father was
outraged that Target would send such materials to his daughter and complained to the company,
only to later retract his complaint after he realized his daughter was indeed pregnant.
While concerns about technology companies being “creepy” and knowing too much
about us are highly relatable and concerning insofar as they lead to lack of freedom of expression
or self-censorship,115 discussions around the harms of mass surveillance from FRT116 tend to
110
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center instead on concerns specific to the sharing of information with law enforcement.117 Being
“seen” by law enforcement can be good for society from the perspective of assisting police in
capturing the perpetrators of crimes. Indeed, much of the incentive for the proliferation of both
private surveillance systems and law enforcement FRT use has been the utility of such
technologies in solving crimes and catching culprits.118
Much of the criticism of law enforcement use of FRT thus centers not on the harms of
being “seen” but rather the harms of being “mis-seen.” While FRT are constantly improving in
accuracy,119 the potential for higher rates of mis-recognition of women and minorities remains.
Although humans also do not have perfect facial recognition accuracy—indeed, eyewitness
testimony can be highly flawed and manipulable120—critics of FRT have argued that there are
currently insufficient safeguards in place to ensure that the technology is used appropriately and
does not further compound existing trends of over-policing of minority communities.
This is not to say that being “seen” is not also considered a relevant harm. In contexts
where there is significant distrust of the government or disagreement about the appropriateness
of the laws being enforced, being “seen” is also considered a societal harm. For example, there
has been significant criticism of government efforts to surveil journalists121 or opposition party
members.122 Moreover, one of the most controversial uses of mass surveillance is the Chinese
government’s tracking of Uyghur minorities.123
Overall, however, it is important to recognize that while the harms of mass surveillance
might seem at first blush to center on the harms of being “seen,” in practice the core concerns
cited in policy discussions are often harms of being “mis-seen.” As this Article highlights, while
privacy law protects individuals against being “seen,” it can ironically make it more difficult for
individuals to avoid being “mis-seen.”
Moreover, while preventing mass surveillance has been a major motivation for strict
privacy laws around processing biometric information, not all forms of HCCV necessarily
facilitate mass surveillance. Face/body/object detection do not directly enable mass surveillance
since they do not involve identifying individuals. Moreover, whether recognition technologies
enable mass surveillance depends on the degree to which the data on face/body matches is
shared. If FRT is used only locally on your phone to sort your photos, and the matches are not
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shared with the company or anyone else, then such technology arguably does not enable
surveillance.
The goal of this Section is not to minimize the harms that privacy law seeks to protect
against. Instead, the goal is to clarify that many of the concerns motivating the use of privacy law
as a way to reign in FRT are rooted in fears of being “mis-seen” rather than being “seen.”
B. HARMS OF BEING MIS-SEEN
In this section, I will focus on four specific harms of being “mis-seen”: differences in
service provision, security threats, allocative harms, and representational harms. All of these
harms are caused by differences in the performance of the algorithmic system for different
groups (e.g., lower accuracy rates or higher false positives/negatives for women and minorities),
but they are distinguished by how this difference in performance affects the individuals.
First, differences in service provision refer to contexts where an algorithmic system
performs a function less well for certain groups versus others. For example, if a facial
verification system is used at border control to determine whether an individual’s face matches
the photo in their passport, but that system is less accurate for Middle Eastern individuals, then
Middle Eastern individuals are more likely to be flagged and sent to a separate line for a human
to conduct the verification.124 This is the most common and generic type of harm, and applies to
virtually all computer vision tasks. In the face/body detection context, if an AI-assisted AC
system is less proficient at detecting individuals with darker skin tones, then those individuals
might find that the AC often turns off even when they are still in the room.
A second category of harm is security threats. This type of harm is specific to the
verification context. For example, if the face verification algorithm on your phone is not very
good at distinguishing between different Asian people, and you are Asian, then other Asian
people might be able to unlock your phone. This is particularly a concern in households, where,
bias aside, family members can sometimes unlock each other’s phones.125 Increasingly, face
verification is also used for building security and for payments,126 so significant discrepancies in
the ability of such systems to work for different groups could lead to substantial security risks
(e.g., someone breaking into your home or using your credit card).
The third category of harms is allocative harms. This is when an inaccuracy leads to a
misallocation of a good or opportunity. In the computer vision context, this is most relevant to
recognition and classification tasks. The example of wrongful arrest due to a faulty facial
recognition match is a very high-stakes example of allocative harm, as individuals are unjustly
deprived of their liberty. In terms of classification tasks, algorithmic systems that seek to identify
suspicious behavior or categorize an individual’s mental state or ability can also lead to
significant allocative harm. For example, a study found that eye tracking devices did not work as
124
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well for Asian participants as for other groups.127 As such technology is increasingly used by
educational institutions to determine whether students are paying attention and to detect cheating
behavior,128 such disparities in performance could lead to a higher risk of Asian students being
incorrectly flagged for bad behavior.
Finally, we have representational harms, when algorithmic systems represent certain
groups in negative, offensive, or other problematic ways. This type of harm is most relevant for
classification tasks since such tasks involve applying a label to an image. A famous computer
vision example of a representational harm was when Google Photos labelled an image of two
Black individuals as an image of gorillas.129 This harm can also occur with algorithms that
determine which parts of images are the most relevant to focus on. Earlier this year, Twitter
scrapped its image cropping algorithm following revelations that their algorithm was more likely
to crop out black faces in favor of white faces.130 Representational harms can also stem from
existing biased trends in society. In the popular COCO dataset, images of women playing sports
are more likely to be indoors, whereas images of men playing sports are more likely to be
outdoors.131 This can lead to HCCV models trained on COCO learning stereotyped
representations. AI-powered image caption generators might consistently incorrectly label
images of women playing outdoor sports as men and vice versa for men playing indoor sports,
further perpetuating existing stereotypes.
While this Article primarily focuses on non-generative models, it is worth noting that
representational harms are an especially relevant type of harm to consider when evaluating
generative models. For example, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) trained to generate a
synthetic image of an individual with longer hair have been shown to also feminize the facial
features of the individual.132 By conflating long hair with feminine facial features, the GAN
perpetuates the stereotype that men have short hair and women long hair. Generative language
models have also been shown to be vulnerable to generating highly racist and offensive
language. For example, Microsoft famously scrapped its chatbot Tay after the bot started making
highly inflammatory statements.133
Most concerns about bias in computer vision apply primarily to contexts where images of
humans are used, but bias can also manifest itself in object detection or recognition. For
example, researchers at Facebook found that their tool had a harder time identifying objects in
photos taken in developing countries.134 Because their training data was disproportionately
collected from developed countries, the model could only recognize toothpaste on a sink in a
more affluent-looking bathroom. This is why, depending on the task, it is important not only to
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consider the demographic diversity of the people in the images, but also to consider factors like
the geographic diversity of where the images are taken.
1. Lack of Protections Against Being Mis-Seen
While being “seen” by an HCCV system without informed consent is considered under
privacy law to be a harm in and of itself, being “mis-seen” is only considered to be a harm if it
leads to a separate legally cognizable harm. For example, when Robert Williams sued the Detroit
police department, he brought his action under the Fourth Amendment right to be free of
unlawful seizures and the Elliot-Larsen Civil Rights Act, which protects against government
entities “deny[ing] an individual full and equal enjoyment of public services on the basis of
race.135
One could argue that this distinction is reasonable—that the harms of being mis-seen are
already appropriately accounted for through existing anti-discrimination laws and other laws.
Anti-discrimination law, however, primarily applies in specific, comparatively high-stakes
contexts, like employment,136 housing,137 and finance.138 While the limited domains of
antidiscrimination law might be reasonable in the context of human discrimination, algorithmic
discrimination raises additional concerns. The growing proliferation of HCCV in everyday life
suggests that even small or subtle biases might accumulate into substantial harms.
Imagine, for example, being an individual of a minority demographic living in a world of
HCCV designed for individuals in the majority group. Upon waking up, you check your phone,
but it does not recognize you, so you have to manually input your passcode. Taking public transit
to work, you try to use the facial recognition system to pay your fare, but it does not recognize
you, so you have to go through a special line with a human verifier and arrive late to work. You
join your colleagues for coffee at a cafe, but again the payment system fails to recognize you.
You are embarrassed as the automated system says your face does not match the bank account
you are trying to access, and you have to ask the cafe staff to give you another method of
payment. They unfortunately do not have any other methods of payment, so you need to ask a
colleague to cover your tab. When you and your colleagues return to the office, you are unable to
enter the building, because the security system does not recognize you as one of the employees.
While your colleagues are waiting for you, you call for a security guard to help you enter the
building. The security guard is suspicious of your claim that you work in the office—the picture
in the employee database looks like it could be someone else, and the AI system works
extremely well for everyone else. Fortunately your colleagues vouch for you, and the security
guard lets you in. At the end of the work day, you stay late, after your colleagues have left, to
finish a project. The lights and AC turn off, as the AI-enabled AC and lighting systems do not
detect any people in the office. Sitting in the darkness, you are confronted with your own
invisibility.
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In the above scenario, I have only discussed a few of the possibly many instances of
inconvenience, indignation, or embarrassment that might occur over the course of the day due to
being “mis-seen” by HCCV. While most of the harms described would not be legally cognizable,
together they amount to being treated as a second-class citizen, living in a world that cannot
detect or recognize you. The sensation is similar to being a foreign tourist, forced to use
alternative systems since you do not have a phone number, address, bank account card, etc. in the
country, except that you cannot prevent these harms by simply setting up relevant accounts—you
would need to change your face.
Of course, the scenario I described is extreme in that it is unlikely that most commercial
AI systems would perform so consistently poorly for individuals in minority groups—occasional
poor performance is much more likely. Nonetheless, currently the primary forces preventing
such poor performance are the competitiveness of the market and the desire of companies to
produce high-performing products. There is no legal protection for the individual in this
scenario.

VI: APPROACHES TO BALANCING PRIVACY AND BIAS MITIGATION

While privacy laws protect generally against the harms of being “seen” without consent,
the harms of being “mis-seen” are not directly protected against. For practitioners charged with
balancing the ethical desiderata of fairness and privacy, the threat of legal liability leans far more
heavily in favor of protecting privacy than addressing algorithmic bias.139 There are a few
possible approaches for addressing this imbalance, as the subsections below will discuss.
One would be to decrease the protections against being “seen” through privacy law
carve-outs. Another path would be to alleviate some of the concerns with being “seen” through
participatory design, use of trusted third-parties to collect data, or privacy-preserving
technological advances. Finally, a third approach would be to increase the protections against
being “mis-seen.”
A. CARVE-OUTS FROM PRIVACY LAW
The idea of reducing privacy protections around FRT and other HCCV technologies
might seem absurd at a time when there are calls for stronger privacy protections and the specter
of mass surveillance seems increasingly threatening, with more and more deployment of HCCV
technologies.140 Indeed, some scholars have argued that we should instead be increasing privacy
protections in the U.S. in order to prevent the ethical and legal risks associated with FRT.141
Even China recently increased privacy protections in the FRT context. The Supreme People’s
139
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Court issued a directive to lower courts to make “collection and analysis of facial data by
companies an infringement of personal rights and interests if carried out without previous
consent.”142
Nonetheless, given the tension presented in this Article between multiple ethical
desiderata—privacy and fairness—it is worth considering what possible surgical changes could
be made to existing privacy regimes to balance these desiderata. Some countries, like Japan,
have taken the approach of significantly weakening legal protections against data mining.143
While such regulatory measures have been motivated by the desire to facilitate technological
innovation, narrower carve-outs would likely better thread the needle of simultaneously
maximizing privacy protections and minimizing the potential of being mis-seen by HCCV
systems.
One possible carve-out is to make a distinction between images used to develop HCCV
models versus images used during the deployment of an HCCV system. Training datasets are
simply used to train the model to perform a specific task like detection, recognition, or
classification in a particular context. While the HCCV system learns how to identify the
individual, the goal is not to actually identify that individual. Similarly test datasets are designed
to assess the HCCV system’s performance rather than to make use of an identification. In
contrast, when the HCCV system is deployed, the goal is to detect/recognize/classify the
individuals it encounters by comparing them to a reference list; being monitored by the HCCV
system or being on the reference list thus presents the potential for more acute privacy harms.
The collection and use of such images in deployment without informed consent is what directly
enables mass surveillance.
Making this distinction between development and deployment has the benefit of enabling
HCCV developers to use large corpuses of publicly available images and any other images they
collect to train more accurate and less biased HCCV systems. This could promote the creation of
larger, fairer publicly available datasets, leveling the playing field for smaller companies.
The drawbacks of this approach are that it does not optimize for individuals maintaining
control over their data and, in particular, it does not address the security risks of potential identity
theft. These concerns are somewhat mitigated by the fact that copyright protections still apply, so
the primary images in question are ones where there is a license available for commercial use.
Furthermore, as discussed previously, it is not clear that using images for HCCV creates
additional security risks if the images are already publicly available.
Another possible approach would be to make the privacy laws around human images
more domain-specific or sectoral. Indeed, federal privacy laws in the US remain sectoral,
protecting highly sensitive information in specific contexts, such as medical information.144 One
of the primary sources of imbalance between privacy and fairness considerations in HCCV
development is the fact that anti-discrimination protections are highly sectoral, whereas the state
biometric privacy protections are not. The innovation of laws like BIPA was to protect specific
types of information rather than information in a specific context. While this was motivated by
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the rationale that biometric information is uniquely immutable, this innovation significantly
expanded the scope of such laws.
Indeed, even the recent E.U. proposed AI regulation, which has been criticized for being
overly broad,145 focuses specifically on prohibited use, high risk, or limited-risk cases of AI.146
The regulation provides no requirements for other use cases. Similarly, privacy protections
relevant to collecting and processing human images could be limited to contexts like law
enforcement, healthcare, finance, employment, education, and any other high-risk domains. This
could help distinguish relatively low-risk use cases like unlocking phones, tagging friends on
social media, adding filters to faces, etc.
A likely critique of this approach, however, would be that it is difficult to control the
contexts in which data are used. Companies often build general-purpose HCCV systems that can
be tailored for a wide variety of different domains. Moreover, many concerns about surveillance
specifically involve the use of these technologies in relatively low-risk contexts, like tracking
people’s movements in a mall for ad targeting. The fear is that inferences are being made about
people without their knowledge, or that people might self-censor their behavior because of the
possibility that they are being watched.147
Finally, separate from the privacy protections of the images themselves are the
protections around the sensitive attribute data of the image subjects. Making it easier for
companies to collect demographic data for the exclusive purpose of conducting audits of their
HCCV systems would only narrowly weaken privacy protections while enabling fairer HCCV
development. The proposed EU AI regulation gestures in this direction with a carve-out for
processing sensitive data for the purposes of complying with other provisions in the
regulation.148 A similar approach could be used in the U.S. to provide carve-outs for algorithmic
bias detection and mitigation purposes.
Thus, while any proposals to limit the scope of current privacy protections around HCCV
might be highly controversial, making a distinction between data collected for training versus
deployment, as well as allowing for sensitive attribute collection and processing for the purposes
of addressing algorithmic bias, would help to alleviate some of the challenges practitioners face
in developing fair and accurate HCCV systems.
B. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
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Another approach that scholars in the algorithmic fairness community have proposed is to
look toward participatory design—methods that engage stakeholders who use or are affected by
a technology in its design149—in order to build greater trust between the data subjects and the
data collectors. In their piece discussing the parallels between data collection for AI and data
collection for archives, Jo and Gebru emphasized the importance of establishing such community
relationships and empowering communities to contribute to data collection efforts.150
A key difference between archives and datasets for AI, however, is the lack of incentive
for most people to contribute to AI datasets. While contributing to an archive can be seen as an
honor, a way to preserve the history of your family or community, contributing to an AI dataset
is viewed with wariness. Many of the BIPA lawsuits against major US tech companies came
after people realized that their Flickr photos were being used in training datasets. An artist even
created a platform for people to check whether their images are included in the major publicly
available datasets,151 and journalists wrote of the creepiness of realizing their images were being
used.152
The challenge for AI companies will be to establish trust with the communities from
whom they are collecting images and create incentives for individuals to contribute to dataset
collection initiatives. This is easier said than done. For one, the “community” in question might
be the global human population if the goal is to ensure that the AI system works well on all
people. In addition, community trust will likely be predicated on their images being used only to
support HCCV systems that they believe will benefit their communities. The vast majority of
data used for training HCCV systems, however, is used to train base models that can perform
general tasks—e.g., object, face, or body detection, recognition, and verification—not specific to
particular use cases. Companies then adapt these base models to more specific contexts using
transfer learning and smaller task- and deployment-specific datasets. Thus, while it might be
possible for a company to partner with a specific community to develop an AI system that does a
specific trusted task (e.g., a security system for the local school), the base model for such a
system would be trained on a large number of photos from other communities. As a result, AI
companies typically seek a more global consent for using individuals’ photos to develop any
computer vision system.
One way, however, to potentially reconcile the desire for both (i) close, carefully
designed, and stakeholder-driven data-collection partnerships and (ii) a large breadth of such
partnerships is through data consortia and government data collection, which will be discussed in
the next Section.
C. GOVERNMENT OR TRUSTED THIRD-PARTY DATA COLLECTION
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Another method for addressing these trust issues is to shift the responsibility for data
collection and storage from private companies to government agencies and other third-party
actors that might be more trusted for data collection. Veale and Ruben, for example, have
proposed this approach as a way to handle the privacy concerns around processing sensitive
attribute data for bias mitigation.153 This would have the advantage of creating large image
datasets that all companies can use, alleviating some of the challenges facing companies that do
not have a pre-existing pipeline for images. In addition, provided that the third-party has strong
transparency requirements and governance structures, the data collection process could be more
easily evaluated and improved over time, building trust with data subjects. If this entity has
sufficient funding and oversight, there should also be a greater incentive for it to uphold high
standards and use the latest privacy and bias mitigation techniques.
While this avenue is promising, it is unlikely to resolve all of the major challenges in this
space. For HCCV, the problem is not only with the sensitive attribute data used to audit an AI
system, but also the fundamental building blocks of the HCCV system itself. Given that HCCV
is a highly competitive commercial space, there is a significant incentive for companies to have
their own proprietary datasets instead of all using the same government-provided dataset. In
addition, while a large image dataset provided by a trusted third-party might be a helpful starting
point for training a base model, AI developers still need to collect deployment-context data in
order to tailor their models to the particular tasks at hand. For example, an HCCV model that is
trying to identify shoplifting needs training data of images or videos of people shoplifting and
not shoplifting. These datasets do not need to be as large, but the basic data collection problems
discussed above still persist.
Moreover, it is difficult to establish what actor would be sufficiently trustworthy to
conduct such large-scale data collection, which could become the basis of many commercial
HCCV systems. As mentioned previously, NIST uses mugshots and images of exploited children
(among other marginalized populations) as the basis for their test dataset to evaluate commercial
facial recognition systems,154 so we cannot take for granted that government agencies will have
easy access to more ethically collected data or that they will enforce the highest standards of
informed consent in their data collection practices.
Overall, this approach simply shifts the complications and challenges of ethical data
collections discussed above to a new actor. This actor will still have to struggle with questions of
how to collect a globally representative dataset with adequate informed consent and sufficiently
candid and diverse images. Given that many minority groups might reasonably distrust targeted
government data collection efforts, and given the necessity for datasets that feature people and
settings from as many countries as possible, government actors will likely struggle to assemble
such a dataset. NGOs might similarly struggle to establish trusting relationships with subjects
and provide them with sufficient protections around how their data will be used.
Finally, such a solution will likely take many years to develop. There is not necessarily
an obvious government agency or NGO who has the technical know-how and national, let alone,
international trust to conduct such a wide-scale data collection effort. In the meantime, HCCV
technologies will continue to be developed and deployed by companies. Thus, while having
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trusted third parties collect data is an approach worth exploring, it is unlikely in practice to
resolve the core tensions discussed in this Article. At the end of the day, commercial entities will
still need to figure out ways to balance these ethical desiderata in their own data collection
efforts.
D. TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES
Given the constant advances in HCCV technology, it is important to consider whether the
problems addressed in this Article might be resolved over time purely through technological
progress. In particular, could advances in privacy-preserving technologies and synthetic image
generation address these issues?
Privacy-preserving technologies — including differential privacy, face blurring, and
related techniques — are generally helpful for mitigating privacy and security risks with HCCV
datasets. Pixelization and blurring are the most well-known techniques, but do not provide any
formal privacy guarantee.155 Differential privacy, in contrast, is a mathematical criterion
guaranteeing that the inclusion or exclusion of an individual cannot be distinguished, ensuring
that individual-level information will not be leaked.156 In practice, differential privacy is
achieved by adding random noise from a carefully chosen distribution to the data.157 These
techniques, however, do not address the fundamental informed consent problem. For example, if
you collect a large dataset of images from the internet, and then you use an algorithm to
transform the faces or bodies to be less recognizable, you might still be processing biometric
information without informed consent, creating a catch-22. Moreover, there is always a trade-off
between the level of privacy attained through such techniques and the utility of the data.158
Synthetic image generation is promising in that it can be used to generate images of
people who are not real or of real people in new positions/settings, thus augmenting the training
dataset. There are two general categories of synthetic image generation approaches relevant to
this discussion: ones trained on images of real people and ones that are not. The former, which
includes GANs, can modify specific features of an individual (e.g., skin tone, hair length, or
perceived gender)159 or “hallucinate” new people.160 The models underlying these techniques,
however, need to be trained on large numbers of human images, thus undermining the extent to
which this approach can resolve the informed consent barrier. These approaches can still be
promising, however, as a way to augment existing datasets that have appropriate informed
consent.
The second category of approaches often stems from techniques used in animation, like
3D models or CGI. Some of these approaches do not rely on images of real people and instead
use drawings, toy models, or 3D computer renderings. These approaches can directly circumvent
the need for informed consent as long as images of real people are not processed. The primary
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downsides to this type of approach are i) the difficulties of creating large numbers of highly
realistic and diverse images and ii) potential biases of the humans generating these images. The
first concern will likely be mitigated over time with advances in this type of technology,
propelled by the demand for ever-more realistic-looking fantastical movies. The second issue is
more complicated to address. It is inevitable that the people creating these images will have
preconceptions of what are relevant types of people and contexts to feature, which has been a
critique of start-ups in this space.161 Creating a sufficiently diverse dataset to reflect the wide
array of images an HCCV model is likely to encounter in the real world is a fundamentally
challenging problem, even if you have the ability to create realistic images from scratch. Over
time, these issues might be mitigated by engaging with diverse image creators and figuring out
better ways to measure and audit image datasets for diversity, but for now this is still an open
area for future research.
Aside from technologies that side-step or reduce the need for large numbers of human
images, federated learning can also be beneficial for giving individuals more control over their
data. Federated learning enables data across different parties to be used for training a model,
without directly sharing that data between parties.162 The data remains on the edge device or
local server, where a local model is trained and then integrated into the larger model. This is
beneficial in contexts where individuals consent to having their images used for training HCCV
but are uncomfortable with directly sharing their images with the entity in question. Take, for
example, someone is comfortable with their photos being used for training Apple’s facial
recognition model, but they do not want to directly share their photos with Apple out of concern
over how else their photos might be used. Federated learning thus does not solve the fundamental
issue that people might not want their images used for training HCCV, but for people who are
supportive of the goal of supplying more diverse images to enable training better-performing,
less biased HCCV, federated learning can ease some concerns around sharing their data.
Thus, the tension between privacy and fairness in HCCV data collection might be
mitigated in the medium- to long-term by technological advances. For now, however, current
techniques still rely largely on images of real people and there remain fundamental unsolved
questions around how to generate large numbers of diverse, realistic images without substantial
bias.
E. RIGHT AGAINST BEING MIS-SEEN
The final approach is to increase the protections against being “mis-seen.” As discussed
above in Section V, currently there are only legal protections if being mis-seen triggers a
separate legally cognizable harm. As a result, harms that manifest themselves as everyday
inconveniences or indignities are unlikely to be protected against, even if the amalgamation of
these harms leads to individuals living their lives like second-class citizens. While the general
argument of this Article is that there needs to be greater protections against being “mis-seen,”
this Section will explore possible instantiations of what a right not to be “mis-seen” might look
like.
161
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An initial inquiry is whether existing product liability law might be able to provide
sufficient protection against being mis-seen by HCCV systems. After all, the harms of being misseen are caused by poor product performance, either for everyone or a specific subgroup.
Unfortunately, there are several limitations to existing product liability doctrine that would
render it unable to provide sufficient protections.
First, product liability law protects primarily against physical harm. If robots and
autonomous vehicles become much more widely used in the future, there might be more risk of
physical harm from HCCV systems, but for now such systems are primarily deployed in contexts
where the potential for bodily harm is minimal (e.g., verifying someone’s identity for security
purposes, surveilling people, or providing entertainment on social media). While there is the
potential to recover for emotional distress under product liability in cases where a bystander is
distressed by witnessing a product physically harming another individual,163 someone
experiencing physical harm is still necessary.
A second limitation is that product liability law would not help plaintiffs who
experienced algorithmic bias.164 In cases where the product performs very well for the vast
majority of people but poorly on particular subgroups, it would be difficult to establish that the
product is unreasonably dangerous.165 This is especially the case if the HCCV system still
performed somewhat well for the subgroups despite a large gap in how it performed across
groups.
A third limitation is the lack of robust standards for performance in the AI industry.
Current HCCV systems are unlikely to be considered sufficiently inherently dangerous to trigger
strict liability, so a negligence standard would likely apply. Industry standards are often relied
upon in product liability law to evaluate whether a company has been negligent.166 While NIST
has created a Facial Recognition Vendor Test for companies to benchmark their facial
recognition technologies,167 there is no industry-wide consensus on a single benchmark for
performance or what levels of performance are sufficient. Moreover, the need to tailor AI
systems to specific deployment contexts suggests that any blanket benchmark or performance
standard would be misleading.168 For example, establishing that a facial recognition system
performs well at matching mugshots does not imply it would work well at matching a driver’s
license photo with a surveillance camera image of a suspect. Surveillance camera images are
typically much grainer and lower quality and rarely feature a clear frontal image of the suspect
looking into the camera.
While consumer expectations are also often used as a benchmark for reasonableness, as a
relatively new but rapidly evolving technology, consumer expectations for HCCV are
particularly unstable.169 This lack of clear consumer expectations has also made it easy for AI
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technologies to proliferate while providing minimal representations and warranties to
consumers.170 AI companies often avoid providing any detail about how their technologies are
developed or how well they perform on any standardized tests.171
Finally, there are many reasonable justifications for why companies do not do more to
ensure their computer vision products are not highly biased, making it difficult to pursue a
negligence case. As discussed above, both privacy and antidiscrimination laws discourage the
collection of data that could be used to test the performance of the AI system across different
demographic groups and improve such performance. Current industry practices around
preventing algorithmic bias are often minimal due to the lack of incentives to address this
issue.172
Thus, new laws or regulations are likely needed to protect individuals against being “misseen.” A right against being “mis-seen” would imply either a private right of action or
government audits of HCCV systems. This right could be a general right for HCCV systems to
have a minimum performance level, or an anti-discrimination right for the system to not have a
significantly disproportionate performance for your subgroup. The former would be most related
to negligence and product liability law. As discussed above, establishing standards for
reasonableness in the HCCV context might be difficult in the short-term, so strengthening such a
right might require the government developing specific HCCV regulations. Transparency
obligations could further enable individuals to challenge the use of HCCV systems with poor
performance.
The anti-discrimination right would be a new protection that acknowledges the fact that
HCCV is increasingly pervasive and embedded into everyday life, creating the risk that those
who are more likely to be mis-seen by such technology might find themselves living in a world
not optimized for them. Given that HCCV systems lack intentionality,173 the protection would be
against disparate impact, a form of unintentional discrimination whereby facially neutral
practices lead to disproportionate adverse effects on particular subgroups. While most antidiscrimination laws apply to specific domains, like employment, finance, or education, this
protection would apply to a category of technology, HCCV. While the domain-specificity of
many anti-discrimination laws is motivated by the high-stakes nature of those contexts, there are
also more anti-discrimination laws like Title II and Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that
protect individuals in low-stakes but commonplace contexts like public accommodation.174 In
addition, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1960 created accessibility and reasonable
accommodation requirements to make it easier for individuals with disabilities to access public
services and employment.
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Having an anti-discrimination right against disparate impact in being “mis-seen” by
HCCV technology would thus provide more incentive for companies to directly address issues of
algorithmic bias. Of course, this would not directly solve the informed consent challenge posed
by privacy laws, but creating such a right would better balance the ethical trade-offs around data
collection. Policymakers would need to directly provide guidance more clearly defining the
parameters for ethical data collection.
If this protection were enforced by an agency, then there should be resources allocated to
investigating allegations of algorithmic bias and conducting audits. This would be especially
helpful since algorithmic bias can be very challenging for individuals to detect on their own.
Without a concerted effort to gather information about other consumers’ experiences and
demographics, individuals cannot distinguish between a shoddy product and a biased one.
If the protection were instead enforced through a private right of action, then
transparency requirements would be very helpful for enabling consumers to challenge potentially
biased products. Of course, the most helpful information would be about the model’s
performance across different demographic groups.175 In the absence of that information,
however, the requirements should at least include information about the source and properties of
the data, the annotation methods, and the testing procedure.176

CONCLUSION

Few technologies are as controversial as HCCV, prompting a flurry of privacy laws and
moratoriums to be passed in the past several years. Arguments against HCCV generally center
on its ability to facilitate mass surveillance and harm women and minority groups through faulty
identifications. Not all HCCV enables mass surveillance, however, and the development of more
accurate, less biased HCCV requires huge amounts of data, collected from diverse populations
with balanced representations. As a result, efforts to improve the fairness and accuracy of HCCV
often collide with efforts to enhance privacy protections.
This is not an insurmountable tension—indeed, this Article discusses many potential
approaches to address it—but it is a difficult one that will require attention from policymakers
and developers to address. Policymakers will need to consider the incentives that developers
have under current laws and whether there are ways to both incentivize and enable more efforts
to address algorithmic bias in HCCV. Researchers and developers in the HCCV community will
need to direct efforts toward studying potential technical solutions to enable HCCV systems to
be developed with maximal accuracy and minimal bias while being trained either on smaller,
more carefully collected datasets, or on synthetic datasets. Researchers and developers will also
need to focus on sociotechnical strategies for ethical data collection, including developing closer
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relationships of trust with the communities they seek to collect data from. There is no silver
bullet for enabling more ethical HCCV systems that balances all of the concerns this Article
surfaces. Breaking down these challenges and potential solutions, however, is an important first
step.
More broadly, this Article provides a starting point for more nuanced debates about the
appropriate development and use of HCCV. Implicit in the tensions addressed in this Article is
the juxtaposition of the suspicion, anxiety, and fear people have toward HCCV and the strong
demand for the services such technology can provide. The strategy of addressing the fears
around HCCV exclusively through privacy laws and moratoriums is both over- and underinclusive, increasing the barriers to developing more accurate and less biased HCCV
technologies that bear no relation to mass surveillance while also disincentivizing companies
from directly addressing issues of algorithmic bias. Instead, a multi-pronged policy strategy is
needed, including potential carve-outs for less risky uses of biometric information, support for
trusted third-party data collection initiatives, and greater legal protections against being “misseen.” Ultimately, we must balance the desire not to be seen with the desire not to be invisible.
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